SP STRIP CURTAIN SYSTEM
THE FLEXIBLE RESPONSE TO ROBUST REQUIREMENTS

WE STAND FOR:
•

professional consultation

•

high-performance and innovative products

•

individual solutions

•

high quality and durable materials

•

on-time delivery

•

reliable assembly and maintenance

WE WOULD BE HAPPY TO ADVISE YOU
Our staff is at your disposal at all times for your individual questions and projects.
Stricker GmbH und Co. KG

Phone: +49 251 3288-0

An der Kleimannbrücke 4

Fax: +49 251 3288-185

48157 Münster, Germany

info@stricker-torsysteme.de

www.stricker.ms/en

A QUICK WAY TO CREATE
INDIVIDUAL SPACES
Cost-efficient, flexible and quickly
adaptable: The SP strip curtain system
combines many advantages, and allows
you to separate a wide range of areas
from each other. It is inexpensive,
durable, largely maintenance-free and
easy to install – offering a cost-effective
alternative to conventional door and
gate systems. Optimised insulating
performance helps you to cut your
long-term operating costs, while

reducing illness-related absences
caused by draughts and cold.
A range of pre-assembled and
customised configurations ensures
maximum flexibility. Our strip curtains
perform in all manner of situations:
in offices, on industrial premises, in
transit areas or wherever maximum
low/high-temperature separation is
required.

For further information on our strip curtain systems, along with details of all our products, please visit
www.stricker.ms/en/torsysteme/strip_curtain_systems

SP STRIP CURTAIN SYSTEM
The flexible way to separate different areas

Design and construction

When it comes to the quick and simple separation of large
spaces, our medium/heavy-duty strip curtain with bearingmounted suspension system offers maximum flexibility. It is
ideal for anywhere with heights up to 6,000 mm.

•

Available in either galvanised or stainless steel

•

Supplied in fixed or movable configuration

•

Pre-drilled fixing plates ensure easy installation

Our system is particularly good at delimiting areas with a high
throughput of people on foot or mobile machinery traffic. It
also offers visual and spatial separation, with protection from
dust, water spray, draughts, fumes, smoke, noise and other
environmental disturbance. Our strip curtain is available in
both fixed and movable configurations, depending on your
needs and type of installation. Flexible and user-friendly, it
can be installed straight out of the box. It is also reliable,
robust, rust-free and recyclable.

Strip material
•

Flexible, transparent PVC strips

•

Available dimensions: 300 x 3 mm and 400 x 4 mm

•

Temperature-range options from 0 °C to 50 °C or from
0 °C to -20 °C

•

Flexible material with rounded edges for easy access

•

Available to order in red/transparent version

Hangers
•

Bearing-mounted suspension reduces wear

•

Maintenance-free hangers made of hard plastic

ADVANTAGES

RANGE OF APPLICATIONS

The cost-efficient alternative to conventional door systems

Separation of buildings, indoor spaces, rooms and working
areas, as well as storage facilities

Customised adaptation to individual mounting
configurations
Easy self-installation, thanks to the use of pre-assembled
components; the Stricker installation service is also available
if required
Maintenance-free and durable
Insulating performance has a positive influence on
employees’ health and operating costs
Individual strips can be replaced as required
Fast delivery of replacement strips and rolls for cutting
to length

Delimitation of areas with pedestrian or forklift-truck traffic
Machine enclosures
Thermal separation
Weather protection

FIXED SYSTEM
The particularly cost-effective, space-saving solution

Technical details

Our fixed strip curtain system is particularly suitable for
areas that need to be separated for visual, thermal, or purely
practical reasons. The Stricker fixed strip curtain system
offers a cost-effective and flexible alternative to conventional
door and gate configurations. It is also space-saving, as only
the individual strips – as opposed to the entire
mechanism – need to be pushed aside for access.

•

Configured in either galvanised or stainless steel

•

Available in variants designed for installation both in front
of or under the lintel

•

Easy-to-install components, even in wide configuration

•

Strips available in 300 x 3 mm and 400 x 4 mm sizes

We also offer our SP 11 system (soffit-mounted) and SP 12
(front-mounted) designed to cover an additional range of
applications.

Supplied as pre-assembled components with fixing plates,
for easy self-installation to the building structure.

SP 11 STRIP CURTAIN

SP 12 STRIP CURTAIN

Example of SP 11 installation

Example of SP 12 installation

MOVABLE SYSTEM
Easy opening and closing as required

Technical details

Our sliding strip curtain system is ideal for places where
people and materials move back and forth, and wherever air
is meant to circulate.

•

Configured in either galvanised or stainless steel

•

Available in variants designed for installation both in front
of or under the lintel

•

Strips available in 300 x 3 mm and 400 x 4 mm sizes

•

Bearing-mounted rollers and cable mechanisms ensure the
smooth, trouble-free operation of all moving parts

•

Alternative split-element configuration

•

Designed for single or multi-rail operation

•

Variable-length running rails

•

Can be supplied with 90° bends

•

Available with optional braking or end-stop system

The curtain is designed for sensitive traffic conditions. If
transport vehicles have delicate paintwork, for example, or if
lighter packages need to be prevented from falling off, the
strip curtain can be quickly and easily pushed to one side.
We also supply SP 13 (front-mounted) and SP 14
(soffit-mounted) versions of our system. The curtain can be
divided into one or more sections and moved in different
directions.
We also offer alternative multi-rail configurations for further
optimisation of available space.

SP 13 STRIP CURTAIN

SP 14 STRIP CURTAIN

Example of SP 13 installation

Example of SP 14 installation

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
Unique configurations for a wide range of applications

Examples of customised configurations

Special orders for special requirements: Our specially designed strip curtains can be used to perform specific tasks and
tackle individual challenges.

If you need to deal with an outdoor area exposed to strong
winds, we offer a robust panel material designed to offer
excellent protection against such high wind loads. If extra
sound insulation is what you require, we can offer panel
materials to match.

Examples of customised designs
Even wide accesses may sometimes not be fully available for
the traffic they have to handle. For cases such as these, we
offer a combined fixed/sliding curtain with elements that
open and close in sections to allow access.
If the space to the right or left is insufficient to allow the
curtain elements to open properly, our 90° bend section
lets them move snugly into stowage on the other side of the
wall.

Our dark-green strip material is specially designed to be
ideal for use in welding cabins. If the separation also needs
to perform a warning function, we offer red transparent
warning strips to provide a visual barrier.
Examples of individual installations
Our drill-free assembly variant with clamping elements
allows you to attach the strip curtain to steel supports with
very little effort.
What are your individual needs? Just contact us. We will be
pleased to provide further advice.

ADVICE AND CUSTOMER SERVICE

OUR SERVICES

Individual solutions to special requirements

Design and development

Every project has its own requirements. Here at Stricker,
we go into them in great detail. This is what lets us design,
configure and install the right system of access for your
particular situation. From off-the-shelf to fully customised.
Based on long experience and the advanced expertise of our
in-house engineering team. Focused on cost efficiency and
energy savings, while sticking to all specifications, always
with the safety and security of your employees in mind.

Technical health-and-safety assessment and advice

Stricker equals the best-possible solution, total
expertise and absolute reliability. Please call or contact
us by e-mail. We will be pleased to supply you with
further details of our high-quality products and
services.
You can also find further details of our products and access
systems at www.stricker.ms/en

Energy analysis
Onsite technical advice
Maintenance and servicing
Total customer care from our in-house and field
service teams
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